The relevance of the transfer of molecular information between natural and synthetic materials in the realisation of biomedical devices with enhanced properties.
Past and recent attempts to introduce in synthetic polymers molecular information from natural substances through simple blending, template polymerization and molecular imprinting are reviewed. The most promising approaches that can open the way to the realisation of new materials with improved biocompatibility, antibody- or enzyme-like performances are analysed more deeply. The realisation of bioartificial blends from natural and synthetic polymers, molecularly imprinted nanospheres or membranes that can act as recognition element in (bio)sensing devices, as synthetic enzymes or as key constituents of body fluids purification tools is presented in order to make the reader aware of the fascinating possibilities that these techniques make available to the biomedical science and engineering in the close future. The last part of the paper describes recent attempts to insert recognition elements for large molecules as proteins, DNA segments, viruses or whole cells in synthetic polymer systems, in order to develop new systems in the treatments of diseases and for tissue-engineering applications.